CREATE YOUR STYLE

DESIgn PROJECT
NECKLACE
“COLOR PARADE OF CRYSTAL PEARLS”
Level of design: INTERMEDIATE
Have also a look at the text instructions at the last page!

STEP 1

![Diagram of necklace creation process]
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DESIGN PROJECT
NECKLACE “COLOR PARADE OF CRYSTAL PEARLS”

STEP 1: Cut a 60 cm piece of tiger tail and slide on 16 Swarovski Crystal Pearls art. 5810 8 mm Crystal Powder Rose Pearl and 6 more of these in 10 mm.

STEP 2: Slide one Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Dark Purple and art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Burgundy Pearl onto an eye pin and twist the free end to form a loop as shown. Repeat this step one more time. Insert another Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Dark Purple Pearl, art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Blackberry Pearl and art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Burgundy Pearl onto another eye pin. Twist the free end to form a loop as depicted in the illustrations. Repeat this part of step 2 6 more times.

STEP 3: String the eye pins created in the previous step onto the pearl string each time alternating with one Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5810 8 mm Crystal Powder Rose Pearl. The first eye pin and the last eye pin with Swarovski Crystal Pearls should be the ones with just two Swarovski Crystal Pearls on each. After all of the eye pins are strung insert 6 Swarovski Crystal Pearls art. 5810 10 mm Crystal Powder Rose Pearl and 16 more in 8 mm. (Refer to illustrations for details.)

STEP 4: Insert Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5811 16 mm Crystal Jade Pearl and then art. 5811 14 mm Crystal Iridescence Green Pearl onto a headpin. Twist the free end to a loop. Repeat to create two more of these. Repeat the step again to create 4 more individual pearl eye pins using Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5811 16 mm Crystal Iridescence Green Pearl, 2 of 14 mm and 4 of 16 mm Swarovski Crystal Pearls art. 5811 Crystal Jade Pearl. (Refer to illustration for clarification.)

STEP 5: Attach a Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5811 16 mm Crystal Iridescence Green Pearl and art. 5811 16 mm Crystal Jade Pearl to each other by opening the loops of the eye pin they are on and then to the 5 mm split ring. Repeat this step to create one more such connection. Insert a split ring to every loop by opening the loops and make the necessary connection between the Swarovski Crystal Pearls.

STEP 6: Cut a 75 cm long tiger tail and insert 19 Swarovski Crystal Pearls art. 5810 8 mm Crystal Tahitian-look Pearl and then 6 more of these in 12 mm. Insert the Swarovski Crystal Pearl eye pins created in the previous step through the split rings by following the order shown in the illustrations. Connect each of these to the Swarovski Crystal Pearls that are already hanging by opening the loops of the eye pins and insert them through the split rings. Next, string 6 Swarovski Crystal Pearls art. 5810 12 mm Crystal Tahitian-look Pearl and 19 more of these in 8 mm.

STEP 7: Insert loose tiger tail from all the four ends of the Crystal Pearl strings first through a crimp bead, then through the 5 mm split ring and back through the crimp bead and 3 more Swarovski Crystal Pearls. Pull the tiger tail tight, crimp the crimp bead and cut off the extra tiger tail.

STEP 8: Connect the split rings on both side to a 4 mm jump ring on each side and attach the lobster clasp to one of the ends.

STEP 9: Insert Swarovski Crystal Pearl art. 5810 8 mm Crystal Powder Rose Pearl onto a headpin and twist this end to a loop. Cut an extension chain of 6 cm length and hang the head pin with the Swarovski Crystal Pearl onto one ends.

STEP 10: Hang the extension chain to the 4 mm jump ring using a 7 mm jump ring.